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Relative and Absolute
Orientation Error Analysis
Unique and different conditions of extraterrestrial
stereo mapping methods require complete and
reliable results.

(11 bslracl on page 1/89)

INTRODUCTION

T HE GENERAL SOLUTION of a photogrammetric stereopair consists of two steps;
namely, relative and absolute orientation. However, in extraterrestrial cases their

solution may become very difficult.

RELATIVE ORIENTATION

Relative orientation accuracy is influenced by these unfavorable conditions:

(1) TV transmission techniques result in low resolution pictures.
(2) Small \'idicon format (approximately 12,5X12,5 mm.) allows only a very small base

to-height ratio,

(3) Vidicon reseau marks cannot achie\'e the accuracy of conventional fiducial marks,
(4) Lens distortion and atmospheric refraction usually are not kno\\'11 with sufficient

accuracy,

;VIILOS BE:-IES

The question no\\' arises as to the accuracy of the final adjusted mouel coordinates.
For terrestrial mapping purposes this is relatively unimportant because model coor
dinates are always transformed into a ground system, and the available ground con
trol points supply sufficient and reliable accuracy criteria. For this reason, little atten
tion has been given to these problems
thus far. However, in extraterrestrial
cases this is of utmost importance be
cause of the absence of any grou nd con
trol.

ABSOLlITE ORIENTATION

After the relative orientation IS

achieved, the entire model must be
translated, rotated, and scaled until it fits
the required ground system. This trans
formation, of course, is an additional
source of error \\'hich influences the ac-

• Prepared for and presented at the Annual
Convention of the American Society of Photogram
metry, \\'ashington, D. c., i\[arch 1968, represent
ing the results of one phase of research conducted
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California in
stitute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS7
100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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curacy of the final result. For extraterrestrial mapping purposes, ,,"here no ground
control points are available, it is especially important to determine and analyze this
influence, as this is the only ,,"ay an accuracy estimate can be obtained.

RELATIVE ORIENTATlON ERROR ANALYSIS

Al though several approaches to the solu tion of the relative orien ta tion problem
exist, the approach based on the principle of collinearity has been chosen here be
cause it seems to offer the most convenient "'ay of solving the many required dif
feren tiations.

The entire concept of this procedure is
shown schematically in Figure 1. The left
camera system remains fixed; only the
right system is rotated (w", ¢", kif) and
translated (Yo", Zo") until all corres
ponding rays intersect at a proper eleva
tion and wi thou t any model y-parallaxes.
The x-component of the base X o" is de
liberately chosen as equal to 1, because
in relative orientation scaling is of no in
terest. This leaves five unknowns to be -r
determined.

The follo,,-ing symbols were used:
I~IG. 1. Relative orientation of a stereopair

based on the principle of collinearitv"

X o//, J"o//, Zo// base components in the left camera system
x', y', x//, y// observed image coordinates

z', z// focal distances of the left and right cameras
x//*, y//* image coordinates of the right plate rotated into a system parallel with the

model system
::;//* focal distance of the right camera rotated into the same system

fJ three-dimensional orthogonal rotational matrix going from ground into
photo

X, I', Z model coordinates of an obseryed point.

I f the righ t camera is properl y orien ted (i .e., rota ted and translated wi th respect to
the lef t camera), model coord ina tes of any measured poin t can be compu ted:

Zo//x//* - z//*

x'
.\;"* _ -z"*

z'

x'
-z,
z
,

!.- Z.
~,

"

(1)

(2)

(.1)

However, the three rotational and two translational elements must first be deter
mined. This is done by an iterative least squares method adjustment that has been
described in many publications already and is ,,"idel)' known and lIsed in analytical
ph otogramme try.

For the purpose of the follo\\"j ng error a nalysis, Relations 1-3 can be conven ien tly
rewri tten as
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Z -
~ - (la)

x = U3Z

Y = u 4Z,

These eq uations no\\' enable a relatively simple differen tiation:

UI 1
dZ = d- = - (dUl - Z dU2)

U2 U2

(2a)

(3a)

(-t)

or, after substitution for dUI and dU2 (all unmarked parameters pertain to the right
camera system),

1 ~ ~
dZ = - [x*dZo - (Z - Zo)dx* + (X - l)dz* + ----; Zdx' - - dz'] (4a)

U2 z Z'

However, as

[

r* ] [ ,\;" l
y* = AT y" = ATC

z* z" J
Equation 4a can be further adapted to

(X - 1) (Z - Zo) z*

aA? aA 37'
To = -----; Z

z--c --c
aw aw

z*

(X - 1) (Z - Zo)
1'6 = - - X

z'

aA1T aA 37'

(X - 1) (Z - Zo)--c --c
I

a¢ a¢ 1'7 =
'l' l'all a31

(X - 1) (Z - Zo)

I
(X - 1) (Z - Zo)

aA? aA 37' 1'8 =--c --c al2
7'

a32
T

ak ak

1'4 = x* = A1T To = I
(X - 1) (Z - Zo)

l'
al3 0331'

Formula 5 could be considered as sufficient for most cases; however, to complete the
analysis, one more influence must be anticipated; namely, the uncertainty of the
principal point position with respect to the image center defined by fiducial marks.

It- is evident from Figure 2 that real image coordinates must he \\Titten as

y = y". - yp

(6)

(7)
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"'here X lI" Y,n are the measured (observed) image coordinates and XI" Yp are displace
ments of the principal point P with respect to the image center H.

Relations 6 and 7 can be simply differentiated and, after substitution into Equa
tion S, the final formula is obtained:

dZ = Sldw + S2d<j:J + S3dk + S4dZo + 5 5dx,..'

- 5 5d:r'1' + Ody",' + Odyp' + 5 6dz' + 5 7dx","

- 5 7dx p" + 5 gdy"," - 5 gdyp" + 5 gdz"
(8)

1
T; for i 1,2, ... ,9.

ABSTRACT: Because of peculiarities of extraterrestrial photography (TV trans
mission, low resolution, small vidicon format, small base-to-height ratio etc.),
relative orientation of a photogrammetric stereopair either cannot be recon
structed at all, or resulting residual and standard errors are excessively large.
Therefore, instead of using obseYl'ed image coordinates, exterior orientation
da/a are used for a "forced" rela/ive orienta/ion. This way model coordinates
can always be computed; however, tile question of /heir accuracy is a critical
one. Based on the principle of collineari/y, /he law of propaga/ion of errors is
applied to the basic analytical relative orientation relation, and a complete
error analysis considering /he influence of all involved parame/ers is derived.
Absolu/e orientation represents then a similar problem, because in ex/ra/er
res/rial cases ground con/rol poin/s usually are no/ available and /herefore ex
terior orienta/ion data must also be used. Again, a similar error analysis is
determined. The relations were programmed for an IBJ! computer ltnd, using
d~fferent combinations of parameters, itlteresting sta/istical data were obtained.

Following the same though t and d i fferen tiating Eq uations 2a and 3a, the follo"'ing
relations can be obtained for dX and dY:

dX = u~ldw + u 35 2d<j:J + u~3dk + u~4dZo + (U~5 + 5 10)d:I"".'

- (U~5 + 5 10)d:.\'p' + Ody",' + Ody'p + 1.13(56 - 5 10)dz'

+ u~7dx"," - u 35 7dx1," + U~gdYm" - u~gdy,," + u 35 gdz" (9)

dY u45 1dw + u 45 2dlj> + 2t45 3dk + u45 4dZo + US5dx".' - u 45 5dxp'

+ 5 10dy",' - 5 10dy,,' + 1.14(56 - 5 10)dz' + uS7dx"," - u45 7dxp"

(10)

5 10 =
z'

Equations 8-10 can be re\Hitten in a compact matrix form

dY Sx D (9a)

dY 5 y D (lOa)

dZ = 5 z D (8a)
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and the standard errors can be computed from

mXY
mXl' ]my: = 1J. 2SQ2S1' = M2

nlz-

A

P i
~ Yp I
I H Y"'I

xp xm

FIG. 2. Displacement of the principal point with
respect to the image center, P, principal point;
H, image center; A, observed point.

where J.' is the standard error of unit
weigh t, Q is the variance-covariance
matrix of the 14 parameters, and

51' = (5X1'5y1'5zT).

The preceding derivations were based on
the assumption that the cameras were
different; however, if the same camera is
used lor both exposures, certain simplifi
cations are possible. Namely, it is evident
that

z' = z/, = Z, yv' = yp" = YP

and, after differentiation and substitution into Equations 8, 9, and 10, the folloll'ing
relations are derived:

dX

dZ = Sldw + S2d<j> + Sadk + S4dZO + Sod:>.:",' + Oily",'

+ S7d.l'"." + Sgdy"," - (So + S7)d:l'p - SgdYl' + (S6 + S9)dz

u~ldw + UaS2d<j> + u~sdk + u~4dZo + (u~o + Slo)d:>.:",'

(12)

dY

+ Oily",' + UaS7d:I'"," + usSsdy"," - [us(So + S7) + SIO]dxp

- 1t~sdyp + Ua(S6 + S9 - Slo)dz

u01dw + U4S2d<j> + u0sdk + U04 dZO + u00d:l'm'

+ Slody".' + U4dX"," + u0sdy"," - u4(So + S7)dx1,

- (u0s + Slo)dyp + U4(S6 + S9 - Slo)dz.

(13)

(14)

Similarly, as before, one can write

dx = RxD'ed

and also

(13a)

(l4a)

(12a)

(15)

lI'here Qred is the reduced variance-covariance matrix of 11 parameters only, and

ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION ERROl{ ANALYSIS

In conventional analytical absolute orientation, kno\\'n ground control points are
Ii rst transformed in to the model system and then all model coordinates are trans-
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formed back into the ground system. Statistical data obtained by this least-squares
method of adjustment give us then sufficient accuracy criteria.

However, in most extraterrestrial cases no ground control points are available and
instead of an adjustment external orientation data are used. The necessity of a reliable
error analysis is then eviden t.

The transformation can be written in a compact matrix form:

where

X=
IX.\ll

x = l ~.\[ J'
ZM

B

(16)

s=scale factor
AT = rotational matrix going from model in to ground.

Therefore, there are ten parameters involved in the error analysis: three rotations
(w. 1>, k), one scale factor (s), three translations (bx , by, bz), and three model coor
dinates (X~[, Y~I, ZM).

The necessary differentiation of Formula 16 is relatively easy:

aAT aAT aAT
dX = s--xdw + s--xd1> + s--xdk + Jl1'xds

aw a1> ak

aB aB aB ax
+ --dbx + --db y +--dbz + sAT_-dYM

abx aby ab, a x.\/

ax ax
+ SAT -- dYM + sAT --dZM

aYi\I aZM

or, in a simplified matrix form,

dX= PU

\"here

dX = [~~:],
dZo

UT = (dw d1> dk ds db x db y dbz dY.\/ d Y,\[ dZM )

and also

(17)

(17a)

I 0
0

P l S I - an
- a23

_ Ol:! a2'2

I (- sin 1> cos k)

s l (si n w cos 1> cos k)

(- cos w cos 1> cos k)

o l
- a33 Jx

032

(sin 1> sin k)

( - si n w cos 1> si n k)

(cos w cos 1> sin k)

(cos 1» l
(sin w sin 1» JX
(- cos w sin 1»
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Finally, as in the case of relative orientation, standard errors can be computed:

(18)

,,·here!J. is the standard error of unit weight and Q is the variance-covariance matrix of
the ten parameters involved.

STATISTICAL RESU.TS

To prove the correctness of the theoretical analysis described above, and to obtain
a reliable conception of the practical applicability of extraterrestrial mapping tech
niques, four hypothetical stereo models were constructed:

(1) Image format 20X20 em, focal distance = 100 mm.
(2) Vidicon format, focal distance =25 mm.
(3) Vidicon format, focal distance = 50 mm.
(4) Vidicon format, focal distance = 100 mm.

The flight height chosen was 1000 m and only the base was changed, so that the
base-to-height ratio corresponded to a longitudinal overlap from 8 to 97.5 percent. For
the large format, the base-to-height ratio was kept "'ithin normal limits; however,
because of the small vidicon format (approximately 12.5 X 12.5 mm) it did not exceed
0.4 for the best case. This, of course, represents the first great problem of vidicon
stereophotography.

For each overlap, six evenly distributed points were computed, as is the standard
procedure of relative orientation. In the first stage of the statistical analysis, no errors
in absolute orientation were anticipated; therefore all interest could be focused on the
relative orientation itself. Each model was then computed four times:

(1) Observed image coordinates of the right picture only were changed; no camera calibra-
tion errors were assu med.

(2) Same as (1), except that calibration errors were set equal to 10 JL.
(3) Both pictures changed; no calibration errors.
(4) Same as (3), except that calibration errors were equal to 10 JL.

Figures 3-5 give the actual results of the performed statistical analysis, i.e., rela
tive standard heigh terrors o'Z/ Z of compu ted model points (posi tional standard errors
uX and uY are not so important because they are correlated with uZ and are usually
smaller, or at least of the same order). It is also interesting to notice that the influence
of the assumed 10-JL calibration errors ,,,as practically insignificant, and therefore onl)'
(hese cases are shown.

The results for the large format, f = 100 mill (Figure 3), agree very well with em
piricallimits known from conventional stereophotogrammetry. This is a good indirect
verification for the correctness of the presented theoretical analysis. The results for
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FIG. 3. Relation between observational errors, base-to-height ratio (overlap), and relative
height errors: large format. f= 100 mm.
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FIG. 5. Relation between observational errors, base-to-height ratio (overlap), and relative
height errors: vidicon format, j= 50 mm.

the vidicon format, j= 25 n1m (Figure 4), all lie outside the empirical limit, which is
0.025 percent, and the curves are also much steeper than they \I'ere in Figure 3. This
clearly indicates the difficulties of extraterrestrial mapping problems. The results for
the vidicon format,j=50 Illm (Figure 5), sho\\' a slightly smaller influence of calibra
tion errors than in the previous case; othen,·ise the curves are steeper and less favor
able.

Although several models \I'ere computed for the vidicon format, f= 100 mm, it
\I'ould be of little value to sho\l' the results graphically because in most of these tests
the iterative process failed to converge, or-if it did-absolutely unrealistic coor
dinates with excessively large standard errors "'ere obtained. Therefore, external
relative orientation parameters were used-their combinations are shown in Table l
and the error analysis described above was applied to the same hypothetical models.
The results obtained, which are much better than in the case of direct solution, are
demonstrated in Figures 6-9.

Statistical tests for the absolute orientation error analysis have been started and

TABLE 1. COMBI1\ATIO~ OF PARAMETERS FOR "EXTER~AL" RELATIVE ORIENTATION

~-------.!estNo.

I I1 2 J 4
errors ---________

-
Rotation (radians) 0.00001 0.0001 0.001 0.003

dZo base component (c~ of base) 0.02 0.1 0.2 0.5

Image coordinates (microns) ,'i 10 1,'i 20

I'rincipal point (microns) 5 10 25 50

Focal distance (microns) I 5 10 25 50
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FIG. 6. Combined influence of all considered parameter,; on the accuracy of external relative
orientation: large format, f = 100 mm.

their results wiJl be available in the near future. There is no doubt that they wiJl also
be very interesting.

CONCLL'SIONS

Considering the importance of these problems, it "'ould be rather premature to
make some definite and final conclusions. HO\\'ever, the statistical analysis performed
was sufficiently complete to give a clear general conception about the applicability of
stereophotogrammetry to extraterrestrial mapping problems and to sholY its advan
tages and pi tfaJls.
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FIG. 7. Combined influence of all considered parameters on the accuracy of external relative
orientation: vidicon format, f=25 mill.
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FIG. 8. Combined influence of all considered parameters on the accuracy of external relative
orientation: vidicon format, 1=50 mm.

Some of the important conclusions are:

(1) The derived theoretical analysis is correct and represents completely the law of prop
agation of errors.

(2) Because of the extremely small format of the yidicon camera system (approximate
12.5 X 12.5 mm), the system of normal equations required for the solution of relative
orientation may become yery ill-conditioned. (This can be proved by the J1I, N, and P
numbers used in numerical analysis.) This means that even very small changes in
coefficients-i.e., in observed image coordinates-result in considerable changes in
computed parameters, and consequently the standard errors become very large.
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FIG. 9. Combined influence of all considered parameters on the accuracy of external relative
orientation: vidicon format, 1= 100 mm.
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Sometimes, especially for f= 100 mm, the system may e"en fail to cOI1\'erge (compare
Figures 3-5). Therefore, instead of trying to soke the relati"e orientation of a photo
grammetric stereopair, external orientation data should be L1sed. Thederiyed theoret
ical error analysis can be L1sed profitably for the determination of all necessary con
straints and accuracy criteria.

(3) Another possible approach would be to use a larger vidicon format. This poses an
interesting research problem, the solution of which could be based on the same theoret
ical error analysis. It is realized that certain state-of-the-art limitations should also be
considered.

(4) The importance of highly accurate measurements for all image coordinates is clearly
shown (see Figures 7-9). This problem is closely related to the problem of the image
q uali ty and the calibration parameters of the camera system. Research efforts deyoted
to these problems would prove most rewarding.

(5) The possibility of convergent photography enabling a very high base-to-height ratio
should also be investigated.

Generally speaking, the applicability of stereophotogrammetric techniques to
extraterrestrial mapping problems is somewhat limited under present conditions, i.e.,
compared with terrestrial standards and results. However, the method itself looks
very promising, and there is no doubt that after all constraints and parameter ac
curacy criteria are discovered and determined, it \,"ill become very effective and reli
able.
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